March 20, 2020

Dear Counsellors and Students,

Commitment to Flexible Arrangements for Students Affected by COVID-19

We at the University of Hong Kong have been closely monitoring the impact of COVID-19. Our thoughts and best wishes continue to be with everyone affected by this pandemic.

In recent weeks, we have noted the cancellation or postponement of key public examinations that have traditionally been one of the factors that informed the University of applicants’ fit for our institution. At this moment, we are actively reaching out to the different examination bodies for their advice and confirmation on what their final awards will entail. I hope to come back to you soon with more details on the next steps for the many students who are affected by these cancellations.

We also understand that even for students whose examinations will proceed as scheduled, their studies might have been disrupted due to school suspension. Do rest assured that the University is committed to be flexible in our evaluations of students for admission as we navigate this unprecedented situation together.

If you have any questions, you are welcome to contact my office via our Live Chat or write to us on questions related to COVID-19.

Sincerely

Professor Bennett Yim
Director of Undergraduate Admissions
and International Student Exchange